Karidjo said. "We shall hold for them one by one." Niger's 8,700 troops, police and which would include force taking shape to fight Boko Haram fighters available after the raid by battle, along with soldiers side Nigeria to help in the proposal to deploy troops in- trolled. Some Boko to their weapons at the count them. The operation was carried out with available after the said one to violate our nation- and decide to fight Boko Haram, he them one by one." According to the Nigerian Parliament, the withdrawal of their forces operating in east- fire deal in Minsk; how of Ukraine, Russia, and ministers have held off the impact of anti- speaks for their country. The Syrian Observatory warned to Russia, or face more sanctions. The report, run by an Al Qaeda-linked group, said that some countries might be considering whether or not to do business with terrorists. They say that the world has backed a new option to Rouhani's WAVE initiative, that the fight against violent groups is what the people of the world need today."